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February is Black History month and the anniversary of the assassination of Malcolm X.
Visit the Library book display to commemorate this.

The American Archive of Public Broadcasting announced on Februrary 6 that a
special collection of raw interviews from American Experience’s ‘The
Abolitionists’ in now available for viewing at no charge. This collection
comprises of 51 raw interviews used in preparing the three-part American
Experience miniseries The Abolitionists, which originally aired on PBS in 2013.
The series follows the lives of prominent abolitionists including Frederick
Douglass, John Brown, Angelina Grimké, William Lloyd Garrison, and Harriet
Beecher Stowe, and explores differing and often conflicting approaches to
abolishing slavery in the United States. The mini-series episodes are availiable
from the Internet Archive. Link to the videos. Link to the full announcement.

Featured Database of the Month
Consumer Health Complete is a full-text consumer health oriented database. It is part of the
EbscoHost family of databases and shares the same interface. The focus is to foster an overall
understanding of health-related topics with content in all areas of health and wellness such as aging,
cancer, alcohol, pharmaceuticals, chronic diseases, diet, nutrition, and more. Even though Consumer
Health Complete is designed to support the information needs of patients, and their families, there are
plenty of articles, books, and visuals for our students and faculty. The database indexes about 500
periodicals and 200 books. Access Consumer Health Complete through the list of library databases on
the library home page.
Bookmark the Library Home Page http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary. This is the portal
to all of our services. The page includes links to the CCC library catalog,
subscription databases, public databases and portals, instructional
PowerPoint presentations, library information documents, electronic library
exhibits, and library forms. The system will ask for your CCC ID and
password if needed.
Visit the Library electronic exhibits http://www.ccc.edu/colleges/malcolmx/departments/Pages/Library-system-Exhibits.aspx . These videos complement the Library book exhibits.
The Library is gathering materials to show off faculty achievements. We have a page accessed via
the Library home page (http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary). Articles may be in any discipline and do need to be
related to what you teach. This is an ongoing project, please send full articles in Word or PDF format
and/or links throughout the year directly to Daniel Stuhlman (dstuhlman@ccc.edu) in the Library.

